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Abstract

5α-reductase inhibitors are regarded as a promising chemoprevention strategy to reduce the incidence and delay the
progression of prostate cancer. Landmark clinical trials have shown the chemopreventive potential of these drugs, but they
appear to be mostly effective in mild tumors and have also been correlated with a higher prevalence of advanced prostate
cancer. Hence, the use of 5α-reductase inhibitors for prostate cancer chemoprevention has become a controversial issue. The
effects of these drugs on prostate cancer growth remain incompletely understood, but they are thought to promote apoptosis in
the tumor. Additionally, 5α-reductase inhibitors induce global prostate shrinkage, which decreases the tumor-inhibiting effect
of the mechanical stress accumulated in prostatic tissue due to common prostate enlargement with age. Thus, the competition
between this mechanical effect and apoptotic upregulation may explain the controversial outcomes of 5α-reductase inhibitors on
prostate cancer. Here, we extend our mechanically-coupled model of prostate cancer growth by including the mechanical and
apoptotic action of 5α-reductase inhibitors and explore their combined effect on an aggressive tumor in silico. Our simulations
show that the apoptotic boost dominates in the first months of therapy but the long-term outcome of 5α-reductase inhibitors
depends on its competition with a decrease in hydrostatic stress caused by prostate shrinkage, which favors tumor growth. By
combining moderate or strong prostate shrinkage with mild or intense apoptotic upregulation, our simulations show different
tumor growth dynamics ranging from long-term inhibition of prostate cancer growth to rapidly growing large tumors, which
may evolve towards advanced disease. Thus, our proposed mechanism for the action of 5α-reductase inhibitors may contribute
to resolve the controversy around the use of these drugs for chemoprevention and to gain insight on prostate cancer dynamics
during its use. The computational technology used herein could also assist physicians to monitor prostatic tumors during
5α-reductase inhibitor therapy and enable the early identification of responders from non-responders in a patient-specific manner.
c⃝ 2020 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH) and prostate cancer (PCa) are two major urogenital pathologies among aging
men that often coexist in the same patient [1]. BPH consists of the progressive enlargement of the prostate with
age and has an increasing prevalence from approximately 50% of men in their fifties to about 80% of men in
their eighties [1–3]. This pathology only develops in the central gland (CG) of the prostate, which aggregates the
most internal zones of the organ and is surrounded by the peripheral zone (PZ) [1,4,5]. Although the mechanisms
explaining the origin of BPH are not fully understood, current evidence points toward a disruption of androgen-
regulated homeostasis, which favors proliferative processes over cell death by apoptosis [1,3,6,7]. The growing tissue
in BPH usually provokes bothersome lower urinary tract symptoms due to the compression of the urethra and bladder
outlet obstruction. PCa is the second most common and the fifth most lethal tumor among men worldwide [8]. The
vast majority of PCa cases originate in glandular epithelial tissue of the prostate, approximately 70% in the PZ and
30% in the CG [1]. PCa arises due to the accumulation of genetic alterations that confer cancerous cells an aberrant
and competitive behavior, characterized by overproliferation and high invasiveness. PCa initially grows within the
prostate zone where it originated, gradually progressing towards a more malignant cancer that may invade other
nearby or distant tissues [1,9]. However, the current clinical management of PCa enables the detection and effective
treatment of most prostatic tumors at an early stage, when they are still localized within the prostate [1,10].

Androgens play a pivotal role in the development, function, and pathogenesis of the prostate [1,3,6,7]. The
principal androgen in the prostate is dihyrotestosterone (DHT), which is synthesized from testosterone by the
enzymatic action of 5α-reductase within prostatic cells. There are three known isoenzymes of 5α-reductase: type
1, which is mainly present in skin and liver, but also exists in the prostate; type 2, which is present mainly in the
prostate and male genital tissues; and type 3, which has been recently identified and is also expressed in several
tissues, including the prostate [6,7,11]. The conversion of testosterone to DHT is mostly regulated by isoenzymes
1 and 2. DHT is known to regulate key proliferative and apoptotic mechanisms involved in the initiation and
progression of both BPH and PCa [3,6,7,12–14]. Additionally, the expression of 5α-reductase types 1 and 2 is
increased in BPH tissue, with type 2 being the predominant form [15–17]. Both 5α-reductase isoenzymes 1 and 2
are also present in PCa, with increasing levels in more aggressive tumors [16–18]. However, in PCa 5α-reductase
type 1 is the predominant form and reaches higher levels than in BPH and healthy tissue, whereas the levels of
5α-reductase type 2 are lower or similar. Hence, the inhibition of 5α-reductase isoenzymes to impede the production
of DHT has become a common target in the clinical management of BPH [3,19,20] and a promising strategy for
chemoprevention of PCa [12,13,21]. Currently, two 5α-reductase inhibitors (5ARIs) have been approved for medical
use: finasteride, which inhibits 5α-reductase type 2, and dutasteride, which is a more recent drug that targets both
type 1 and 2 isoenzymes.

The main effect of 5ARIs is the promotion of cellular atrophy and apoptosis in the epithelial compartment of
prostatic tissue [22–27], which results in the global shrinkage of the prostate. Similar reductions have been observed
in PZ and CG volumes [24,28]. Volumetric shrinkage relieves the compression along the urethra, which alleviates
the lower urinary tract symptoms induced by BPH [29–31]. Additionally, 5ARIs uniquely prevent BPH progression
and reduce the risk of surgical intervention and acute urinary retention over other medical options for BPH. 5ARIs
work better in larger prostates, so they are only prescribed for patients with prostate volume larger than 30–40 cc
presenting bothersome lower urinary tract symptoms [19,20,32]. 5ARIs work rather slowly, so combination with an
α1-blocker to promptly relax smooth muscle in the prostate and bladder neck is recommended. Combined therapies
also contribute to control BPH progression [19,20]. Dutasteride provides a more potent inhibition of 5α-reductase
types 1 and 2, which translates into a higher decrease in DHT [19,33]. Still, current evidence shows that finasteride
and dutasteride are equally effective in treating BPH symptoms [19,20,34].

The rationale for chemoprevention of PCa using 5ARIs lies in the key regulatory activity of DHT in tumor
dynamics and the slow-developing natural history of prostatic tumors [12,13,21]. Both finasteride and dutasteride
have been shown to reduce the incidence of PCa (primary chemoprevention) in two landmark clinical trials, PCPT
and REDUCE, respectively [35–37]. However, a higher proportion of more advanced PCa cases was detected in
the 5ARI arm of these studies. This unexpected outcome sparked a major debate in the medical community about
the safety of 5ARIs for chemoprevention of PCa, which has not yet been resolved [13,21,38–40]. Initially, it was
hypothesized that 5ARIs might directly induce high-grade PCa [35,38] or alter tumor histopathological features
suggesting a more advanced disease [38,40], but posterior investigations suggest that only mild PCa cases are
effectively inhibited by 5ARIs [21,38,40–42]. Prostate shrinkage induced by 5ARIs might have also favored the
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detection of aggressive tumors by improving the performance of PSA, digital rectal examination, and standard
biopsy [13,38,43,44]. Still, these biases do not fully explain why the proportion of advanced tumors was higher in the
5ARI arms of PCPT and REDUCE. 5ARIs have also been investigated to delay the progression of newly-diagnosed
low-risk PCa (secondary chemoprevention). This strategy is receiving much attention because it may reduce the
overtreatment of indolent tumors while addressing the lower urinary tract symptoms induced by coexisting BPH
[45–48]. However, despite some promising results from a large clinical trial [48], most studies have raised
controversy on the methods used to assess PCa progression or have rendered contradictory results [21,47,49–51].

The tumor-inhibiting effect of 5ARIs is thought to be driven chiefly by an increase in pro-apoptotic signal-
ing [22,52–55], but the studies assessing biomarkers of tumor growth in vivo or on prostate surgical specimens are
scarce and they usually involve few patients followed-up for short time prior to scheduled surgery for PCa. This
has led to inconclusive and even contradictory results on the effects of 5ARIs on tumor dynamics [55–57]. The
differences in apoptotic and proliferative markers observed in tumors treated with 5ARIs can be attributed to the
complex effects of 5ARIs on androgen-regulated signaling and the variable and evolving phenotypes of prostatic
tumors [13,14,54,58]. However, the 5ARI-induced prostate shrinkage can also dramatically alter the mechanical
stress fields in the prostate, which are known to have a key influence in solid tumor dynamics and have been
largely overlooked in clinical studies of PCa chemoprevention with 5ARIs [59–65]. Prostatic tumors originating in
larger prostates are known to exhibit more favorable pathological features (e.g.: low volume, low aggressiveness,
mild invasive behavior) [66–68]. This suggests that large prostates may exert a protective effect against PCa, but the
underlying mechanisms are unknown. Recently, we proposed a mechanical explanation for this phenomenon: the
mechanical stress accumulated by BPH over time impedes the growth of prostatic tumors in enlarged prostates [69].
According to this mechanism, the prostate shrinkage induced by 5ARIs could reduce the mechanical constraint on
PCa, hence promoting tumor growth. Therefore, the chemopreventive outcome of 5ARIs would depend on the trade-
off between this mechanical release due to volumetric shrinkage and the increase in apoptosis. The combination of
these opposed effects may contribute to explain the variability in tumor response to 5ARIs, hence shedding light
on the current controversy surrounding their potential for chemoprevention of PCa.

Here, we explore the combined outcome of mechanical and apoptotic effects of 5ARIs on prostatic tumors
through a simulation study based on our mechanically-coupled model of PCa growth [69]. We explore different
simulation scenarios by considering (1) a moderate or an intense law of 5ARI-induced prostate shrinkage extracted
from literature data [29,31], and (2) no, mild, or strong 5ARI-induced apoptotic boost. We focus on aggressive
tumors in order to gain insight into the underlying mechanisms that explain the controversial results observed in
clinical trials with 5ARIs. In all cases, we simulate 2 years of tumor growth to capture both early and late effects
of 5ARIs. Computational modeling of cancer growth is an emerging and promising field [70–72], which has been
contributing to increasing the knowledge on these pathologies and providing personalized technologies to assist
physicians in their clinical management, e.g.: by early identification of aggressive tumors or designing optimal
treatment plans [69,73–79]. The inclusion of mechanical effects in computational models of cancer has been shown
to improve their performance [69,77–82]. Additionally, the use of a patient-specific geometric model of the tumor
and harboring organ contributes to accurately predict tumor growth, anticipate disease-specific complications, and
refine treatment strategies. In mechanically-coupled models, a patient-specific anatomic model is also essential
to obtain a realistic estimation of mechanical displacements and stresses. Thus, we use the original geometry
of a patient’s prostate and tumor extracted from magnetic resonance (MR) images. To handle the computational
challenges arising from the model equations and the complex geometries of both prostate and tumor, our numerical
methods rely on Isogeometric Analysis (IGA) [83,84].

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 briefly describes the source and contents of the patient data
used in this study. In Section 3, we present the assumptions and equations of our mechanically-coupled model of
localized PCa growth. Section 4 outlines the computational methods used to solve the model equations, construct
the prostate mesh, visualize results, and estimate the dynamic parameters to characterize the prostate shrinkage laws
due to the mechanical action of 5ARIs. Section 5 presents the simulation results. Finally, in Section 6 we discuss
our results, draw conclusions, and outline future lines of work.

2. Patient data

Anonymized patient data were obtained from the 3T multiparametric MR imaging dataset that is publicly
available at the Initiative for Collaborative Computer Vision Benchmarking webpage (i2cvb.github.io/) [85].

https://i2cvb.github.io/
https://i2cvb.github.io/
https://i2cvb.github.io/
https://i2cvb.github.io/
https://i2cvb.github.io/
https://i2cvb.github.io/
https://i2cvb.github.io/
https://i2cvb.github.io/
https://i2cvb.github.io/
https://i2cvb.github.io/
https://i2cvb.github.io/
https://i2cvb.github.io/
https://i2cvb.github.io/
https://i2cvb.github.io/
https://i2cvb.github.io/
https://i2cvb.github.io/
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Fig. 1. Patient-specific local anatomy of the prostate. The volumes of the prostate, CG, and PZ at MRI date are 52.8 cc, 33.1 cc, and
19.7 cc, respectively. The major diameters of the prostate at MRI date have a length of 53.5 mm, 38.4 mm, and 52.0 mm in lateral,
anteroposterior, and craniocaudal directions, respectively. The initial volume of the patient’s tumor is approximately 0.6 cc.

Institutional review board approval and informed consent were not required for this study. Details of the patient
cohort and image acquisition have been previously reported [86]. For each patient with biopsy-confirmed PCa, the
database provides T2-weighted MR images, dynamic contrast enhanced MR images, diffusion weighted MR images,
MR spectroscopic images, apparent diffusion coefficient maps, and the segmentations of the prostate, the PZ, the
CG, and the tumor by an experienced radiologist. In our research, we used the data corresponding to a patient aged
54 years at imaging date who had a large prostate (52.8 cc) and a localized tumor in the left superior PZ. The local
anatomy of this patient’s prostate is depicted in Fig. 1.

3. Mathematical model

In [69], we developed a mechanically-coupled model to describe the growth of localized PCa in a patient’s
prostate deformed by the tumor mass effect and BPH. Here, we use this model but we drop the equation for PSA
dynamics because 5ARIs are known to alter PSA production in a complex manner [19]. As discussed in Section 6,
we believe the effects of 5ARIs on PSA dynamics deserves further research and here we focus on the mechanic
and apoptotic effects of these drugs on PCa growth. Thus, our model is composed of the following equations:

∂φ

∂t
= ∇ ·

(
M (σ ) Dφ∇φ

)
+ M (σ )

(
χs − Aφ −

1
τ

d F(φ)
dφ

)
(1)

∂s
∂t

= Ds∆s + S − δφ − γss (2)

∇ · σ = 0 (3)

Eq. (1) governs tumor dynamics. We use the phase-field method to describe the coupled evolution of healthy
and cancerous tissue [87,88]. Hence, we define an order parameter φ that smoothly varies in [0, 1] along a
thin diffuse interface between lower values in healthy tissue and higher values within the tumor. The function
F (φ) = 16φ2 (1 − φ)2 is a double-well potential, which enables the stable coexistence of healthy and tumor tissue
in our model. The last two terms in Eq. (1) represent tumor growth driven by a generic nutrient s and apoptosis
(i.e. programmed cell death), respectively. We assume that the generic nutrient s follows the reaction–diffusion
dynamics described in Eq. (2), where the reactive terms respectively represent nutrient supply, nutrient consumption
by the tumor, and a natural decay.
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The function M (σ ) in Eq. (1) models the inhibitory effect of mechanical stress on tumor growth [59–64]
with a coefficient that exponentially decays as mechanical stress fields intensify in the tumor neighborhood. This
modeling paradigm has been used in previous mechanically-coupled models to decrease tumor cell mobility or net
proliferation, resulting in superior predictions on breast and brain cancer evolution [71,77–82]. Mechanical stress can
be written as the sum of hydrostatic stress σh (defined in Eq. (5)), which tends to change the volume of a deformable
body, and deviatoric stress, which tends to distort it [89]. The definition of M (σ ) in previous mechanically-coupled
tumor growth models relied on the Von Mises stress σv (defined in Eq. (6)), which accounts for the distortional
strain energy around the tumor [77,78,80]. However, σv does not capture hydrostatic stress σh , which characterizes
the mechanical stress state within a region of growing tissue, such as a tumor or the CG developing BPH [60,62,63].
Additionally, σh may further increase globally during tumor growth and BPH due to the confinement of the prostate
within the pelvic region. Thus, we define M (σ ) with a combination of σv and σh following a similar approach to
multiaxial stress-based criteria, i.e.,

M (σ ) = e−β1(σv+β2|σh |), (4)

where

σh =
1
3
σ : I =

1
3

(σ11 + σ22 + σ33) , (5)

σv =

√
σ 2

11 + σ 2
22 + σ 2

33 − σ11σ22 − σ22σ33 − σ33σ11 + 3
(
σ 2

12 + σ 2
23 + σ 2

13

)
, (6)

σi j with i, j = 1, 2, 3 are the components of the stress tensor σ , I is the second-order identity tensor, and β1
and β2 are constants that were calibrated to match empirical observations in previous studies of tumor growth
[59–64,78–80]. The mechanical stresses generated by solid cancer growth are normally compressive within the
tumor and tensile around it, even though they may become predominantly compressive if the confinement of the
tumor increases [62,63,65,69]. In Eq. (4), we use the absolute value of hydrostatic stress because both tensile and
compressive tumor-induced mechanical stresses have been found to impede cancer growth in vivo [62,63].

In Eq. (3) we assumed quasistatic linear elasticity because PCa and BPH are slowly developing pathologies
that allow neglecting inertial effects [1]. Linear elasticity has been widely adopted to describe the mechanical
deformation of living tissue hosting a slowly growing tumor over short time scales (t ∼ 1 year) [77–82,89–
93]. This paradigm has been observed to provide an acceptable approximation of the mechanical stress fields
generated during cancer growth. The PZ and the CG of the prostate show significant differences in their histological
composition: while the CG has a larger and denser stromal component, the PZ has more abundant glandular elements
with sparsely interwoven smooth muscle [1,5,94]. Additionally, BPH tends to render the CG denser and more
compact [1,95]. Hence, the CG is normally stiffer than the PZ in PCa and BPH patients [96–99]. Tumors generate
internal compressive hydrostatic stress and exert outward forces acting on the tumor border [62,63,65,100], so we
modeled the tumor mass effect with the pressure load

ptumor = −κφ (7)

This assumes that κ is the magnitude of a constant compressive pressure, which is admissible over short simulation
times [77–80,82,91,92]. While BPH is usually modeled with an exponential function of time, the slow growth rates
of this condition justify the use of a linear approximation over periods of time in the order of a few years [101–103].
Thus, we model the load imposed by BPH with another pressure term acting exclusively in the CG and given by

pB P H = −K v̂B P H (t)HCG (x) , (8)

where K is the bulk modulus and HCG (x) is a Heaviside function with value 1 in the CG and 0 elsewhere. The
function v̂B P H (t) describes the volumetric deformation induced by BPH as

v̂B P H (t) =

{
gB P H t, if t < t5ARI

gB P H t5ARI , if t ≥ t5ARI
(9)

where gB P H represents the linear rate of unit volumetric expanse of the CG due to BPH and t5ARI denotes the time
at which the patient starts taking the 5ARI. Notice that Eq. (9) assumes that 5ARIs inhibit BPH volumetric growth
right after treatment initiation [1,3,19,24,28–31]. We model the mechanical effect associated with the reduction of
prostate volume by 5ARI action with the pressure load

p5ARI = K v̂5ARI (t) , (10)
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in which

v̂5ARI (t) = v̂5ARI,∞
(
1 − e−(t−t5ARI )/τ5ARI

)
H(t − t5ARI ) (11)

where v̂5ARI,∞ is the asymptotic maximal volumetric reduction of the prostate induced by 5ARI, τ5ARI is a
characteristic time of action of the 5ARI, and H(t − t5ARI ) is a Heaviside function [24,28–31]. Therefore, we
model prostatic tissue as a linear elastic, heterogeneous, isotropic material that follows the constitutive equation
given by

σ = C : ∇
su + (ptumor + pB P H + p5ARI ) I = λ (∇ · u) I + 2µ∇

su − κφI − K
(
v̂B P HHCG (x) − v̂5ARI

)
I (12)

where σ is the stress tensor, C is the fourth-order linear elasticity tensor, ∇
su denotes the symmetric gradient

of the displacement field (i.e., the strain tensor in linear elasticity ϵ = (∇u + ∇uT)/2), λ and µ are the Lamé
constants, u is the displacement vector, and x is the position vector. The Lamé constants and the bulk moduli of
the CG and the PZ were computed from the corresponding Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio reported in the
literature [69,79,92,96–99] in the usual way [89].

We computed tumor volume Vφ as in [73,104]:

Vφ =

∫
Ω

φdΩ (13)

where Ω is the patient’s prostate geometry as extracted from T2-weighted MR images.
To focus on localized PCa, we imposed zero-valued Dirichlet conditions for φ all over the prostate boundary

Γ and set natural boundary conditions for s. Prostate confinement within the pelvic region [1] was modeled with
Winkler-inspired boundary conditions on the external surface of the prostate Γext , while a traction-free condition
was imposed along the urethra Γu , i.e.,

σn = −kwu in Γext

σn = 0 in Γu
(14)

where n is the outer normal vector to Γ and kw is constant.
We set t = 0 at the date of the patient’s MR. The initial condition of the phase field φ0 was obtained as the

L2-projection of the provided tumor segmentation, which was extracted from the patient’s T2-weighted MR images
and mapped over the quadrature points. The initial nutrient concentration s0 was approximated with a linear function
of φ0 as in [104].

At the imaging date, the patient’s prostate has already been experiencing a deformation caused by BPH over
years. As we are using linear elasticity, we invoke the Principle of Superposition and split the total displacement
field as u = u0

+ u1, where u0 are the displacements produced by the history of BPH before the onset of the
simulation (i.e., prior to MR date) and u1 are the displacements generated by BPH and PCa during the simulation
(i.e., after the MR date). We accordingly split the total stress tensor as σ = σ 0

+ σ 1. Hence, we can set u1
0 = 0

and use Eq. (3) to compute u1 during the simulations, from which we can obtain σ 1 using Eq. (12). To account for
the mechanical inhibition of PCa growth due to a history of BPH, we need to estimate u0 to obtain σ 0 and use it
as a prestress to compute M(σ ) in Eq. (1). We assumed that the volume of the patient’s prostate was 20 cc at age
40 [1,2] and leveraged Eq. (3) with a negative value for gB P H in Eq. (12) to approximate the undeformed, healthy
state of our patient’s prostate according to standard anatomical features [1]. Because we are using linear elasticity,
it suffices to reverse the sign of the obtained displacements to yield u0 and then calculate σ 0 as

σ 0
= λ

(
∇ · u0) I + 2µ∇

su0
− K gB P H t0HCG (x) I (15)

where gB P H is now positive and t0
= 14 years.

4. Computational methods

To perform the numerical simulations, we developed algorithms based on the concept of Isogeometric Analysis
(IGA) [83,84]. This rapidly growing and cutting-edge technology can be seen as a generalization of the classic
Finite Element Analysis [105]. Instead of using standard piecewise polynomials, IGA leverages richer functions
coming from computer graphics and computational geometry, such as B-splines [83,84,106], Non-Uniform Rational
B-splines (NURBS) [83,84,106], and T-splines [107]. Isogeometric methods can leverage the exact geometry of the
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problem, provide enhanced accuracy per degree of freedom, and enable higher-order global continuity (C p−1 for
spline spaces with polynomial degree p) [84,108]. Thus, IGA is an ideal technology to handle the nonlinearity of our
tumor growth problem, the complex anatomy of the prostate, and the intricate morphologies of PCa. Additionally,
the higher-order global continuity enables the pointwise computation of mechanical stress fields, which is a key
advantage for the study presented herein. Here, we manually implemented the model described in Section 3 by
extending our in-house isogeometric codes to simulate PCa growth. These codes were built following the general
directions in [84].

4.1. Spatial discretization

The strong form of our mechanically-coupled model of PCa growth is composed of Eqs. (1)–(3). We approx-
imated its solution by means of an isogeometric Bubnov–Garlerkin approach using a three-dimensional quadratic
NURBS space, which we denote by N . This functional space is spanned by the corresponding three-dimensional
quadratic standard NURBS basis N = {NA}A=1,...,n f , where n f is the number of functions in the basis (see [84] for
further details). We will only work with free-flux, Winkler-inspired, or zero-valued Dirichlet boundary conditions.
Thus, let V denote the trial solution and weighting function spaces, which are assumed to be identical. The space
V is a subset of H 1, the Sobolev space of square integrable functions with square integrable first derivatives. Let
us define the discrete space Vh

= N , which is a subset of V . Let φh , sh , and
{
uh

i

}
i=1,2,3 be an approximation to

our solution fields in Vh , such that uh
=
{
uh

i

}
i=1,2,3. We also define vh , wh , and

{
rh

i

}
i=1,2,3 in Vh as the weighting

functions respectively associated to Eqs. (1)–(3), such that rh
=
{
rh

i

}
i=1,2,3. Then, the corresponding variational

problem to Eqs. (1)–(3) over the finite dimensional space Vh can be stated as follows: find φh, sh, uh
i ∈ Vh

⊂ V
such that ∀vh, wh, rh

i ∈ Vh
⊂ V∫

Ω

vh ∂φh

∂t
dΩ +

∫
Ω

M
(
σ h) Dφ∇vh

· ∇φhdΩ −

∫
Ω

M
(
σ h) vh

(
χsh

− Aφh
−

1
τ

d F
(
φh
)

dφ

)
dΩ = 0 (16)∫

Ω

wh ∂sh

∂t
dΩ +

∫
Ω

Ds∇wh
· ∇shdΩ −

∫
Ω

wh (S − δφh
− γssh) dΩ = 0 (17)∫

Ω

∇
srh

: C : ∇
suh dΩ +

∫
Γext

kw rh
· uh dΓ −

∫
Ω

(
κφh

+ K
(
v̂B P HHCG (x) − v̂5ARI

))
∇ · rhdΩ = 0 (18)

Here, the approximated solution fields φh , sh and uh
=
{
uh

i

}
i=1,2,3 are defined as

φh(x, t) =

n f∑
A=1

φA(t)NA(x) (19)

sh(x, t) =

n f∑
A=1

sA(t)NA(x) (20)

uh(x, t) =

n f∑
A=1

uA(t)NA(x) (21)

where the coefficients φA, sA and uA =
{
ui,A

}
i=1,2,3 are the so-called control variables in the context of IGA. The

weighting functions vh , wh , and rh
=
{
rh

i

}
i=1,2,3 are defined analogously.

4.2. Time integration and numerical solvers

Because Eqs. (16) and (17) are dynamic and Eq. (18) is quasistatic, we chose a staggered approach to solve our
model equations. Hence, we first computed tumor growth by solving Eqs. (16) and (17), and then we updated the
displacements by solving Eq. (18). Because the deformation of the prostate in this study was slow overall, we only
resolved the quasistatic mechanical equilibrium every two time steps to save time in our computations (comparison
to solving mechanical equilibrium in every time step did not show significant differences). Time integration of
Eqs. (16) and (17) was carried out with the generalized-α method [109,110]. The application of the generalized-α
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method to Eqs. (16) and (17) led to a nonlinear problem at each time step, which we linearized by means of the
Newton–Raphson method. The resulting linear system was then solved using the GMRES algorithm [111] with a
diagonal preconditioner. The parameters of the generalized-α method were set as in [112]. We chose a constant time
step ∆t = 0.002 years for all the simulations in this study. The quasistatic elastic problem in Eq. (18) was also
solved by means of the preconditioned GMRES algorithm. All integrals were calculated with standard Gaussian
quadrature using three points per parametric direction [84].

4.3. Construction of the prostate mesh

The precise construction of patient-specific solid anatomic NURBS models is a rich subject [113,114]. Here, we
exploited the topological equivalence between the geometries of a solid torus and the human prostate by leveraging
a parametric mapping algorithm to deform a solid torus NURBS model to match with a surface model of the
patient’s prostate [115–117]. We used 3DSlicer [118] to construct a triangular surface model of the patient’s prostate
from the contours of the organ and the urethra drawn on the T2-weighted MR images, using the provided prostate
segmentation as guidance. We manually adapted these contours to best capture the anatomy of the prostate as seen in
axial, sagittal, and coronal planes. Because this surface was too coarse and rough, we exported it to MeshLab [119]
for smoothing. The resulting prostate surface model was then checked again over the original T2-weighted MR
images to assess the coherence with the observed prostate anatomy.

We used a polar discretization for the torus and the prostate [84]. The corresponding initial solid NURBS meshes
had 32 × 32 × 8 elements along the toroidal direction, the cross-section circumferential direction, and the cross-
section radial direction, respectively. We globally refined the prostate mesh to 256 × 256 × 64 elements by utilizing
standard knot insertion [84] to ensure high accuracy in our simulations.

To define heterogeneous material properties, we flagged the quadrature points lying in the CG by mapping the
segmentation of this prostatic region provided with the patient’s imaging data (see Section 2).

4.4. Visualization

We visualized and explored the results of our simulations using ParaView [120]. We represented the tumor
with the isovolume φ ≥ 0.5, which enabled us to easily analyze tumor growth and to locate its position in
displacement and mechanical stress fields. The mechanical stress fields were computed pointwise thanks to the
C1-continuous spline basis used for the geometry and displacement discretization (see Section 4.1). By leveraging
appropriate geometric filters available in ParaView, we isolated regions of interest in the mechanical stress fields
of our simulations. The stress values reported in Section 5 best describe the corresponding mechanical stress fields
within each region of interest.

4.5. Estimation of the dynamic parameters of 5ARI mechanical effects

To estimate the parameters v̂5ARI,∞ and τ5ARI in Eq. (11), we used available data in the literature from two
landmark clinical trials of finasteride [29] and dutasteride [31] for the treatment of BPH symptoms. Data from
the finasteride study was used to parameterize a moderate prostate shrinkage law, while data from the trial with
dutasteride enabled us to parameterize a strong prostate volume shrinkage law. Nevertheless, note that both drugs
have been reported to provide approximately the same average prostate volume reduction and that their action varies
from patient to patient as well as with respect to the baseline prostate volume [19,29–32,34].

First, we used an equation like Eq. (11) to describe the empirical 5ARI-induced prostate volume shrinkage
reported in those studies, i.e.,

v̂data
5ARI (t) = v̂data

5ARI,∞

(
1 − e−(t−t5ARI )/τdata

5ARI

)
H(t − t5ARI ) (22)

We parameterized this equation by solving a nonlinear least-squares problem using the trust-region method. We set
t5ARI = 0 and Table 1 shows the initial values, the lower bounds, and the upper bounds to fit v̂data

5ARI,∞ and τ data
5ARI .

We assessed the goodness of fit with the R2 and the root mean squared error (RMSE). We also computed the 95%
confidence bound of the fit. These calculations were performed in MATLAB (Release R2017b, The Mathworks,
Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, US) using the Curve Fitting Toolbox. The corresponding results are depicted in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Parameterization of the empirical 5ARI-induced prostate shrinkage laws used in this study using data from the literature. Each plot
shows the progressive volumetric decrease of the prostate relative to the baseline at t = 0. (A) Moderate prostate shrinkage law obtained
from the data reported in [29], for which v̂data

5ARI,∞ = −17.81% and τ data
5ARI = 0.41 years. (B) Strong prostate shrinkage law obtained from the

data reported in [31], for which v̂data
5ARI,∞ = −26.34% and τ data

5ARI = 0.36 years. Data from the literature are plotted with red squares. Prostate
volumes obtained in simulations with the patient data in this study using the corresponding values of v̂5ARI,∞ and τ5ARI (see Table 2) are
represented using yellow circles with black contour at the same time points as data.

Table 1
Initial values and bounds for the trust-region algorithm used to fit the
dynamic parameters characterizing the mechanical effects of 5ARIs.

Parameter Initial value Lower bound Upper bound

v̂data
5ARI,∞ −0.19 −0.50 −0.05

τ data
5ARI (years) 0.40 0.01 1

Then, we made τ5ARI = τ data
5ARI and iteratively resolved Eq. (3) to estimate v̂5ARI,∞ departing from v̂5ARI,∞ =

v̂data
5ARI,∞. We only leveraged the mechanical effects of BPH as given by Eq. (15) and the mechanical effects of

the corresponding 5ARI following Eq. (22) in the constitutive equation of the prostatic tissue (Eq. (12)). We set a
tolerance of 0.1% for the relative error of the asymptotic prostate volume shrinkage obtained in simulations with
respect to the corresponding v̂data

5ARI,∞. The estimated values of v̂5ARI,∞ and τ5ARI for each 5ARI-induced prostate
shrinkage law, i.e., moderate and strong, are reported in Table 2. Final volumetric shrinkage computed via simulation
at the same times as the original data from [29,31] for each volumetric deformation law is also depicted in Fig. 2
(yellow circles with black contour).

5. Simulation study

5.1. Simulation setup

We ran four series of simulations in this study, as follows:

1. Simulations of the mechanical deformation of the prostate under the shrinking effects of 5ARIs without
considering the tumor.

2. Simulation of tumor growth without the effects of 5ARIs. This simulation provides the reference dynamics
to be compared against PCa growth observed under the mechanical and apoptotic effects of 5ARIs. In other
words, this simulation serves as in silico control.
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Table 2
Parameters of the mechanically-coupled model.

Parameter Notation Value

Tumor dynamics
Mechanotransductive constant 1 β1 0.80 1/kPa
Mechanotransductive constant 2 β2 1.50
Diffusivity of the phase field Dφ 200 mm2/year
Time scale for the phase field τ 0.01 years
Nutrient-induced tumor growth rate χ 600 L/(g year)
Apoptosis rate A 600 1/year
Nutrient dynamics
Nutrient diffusivity Ds 5.47 · 103 mm2/year
Nutrient supply S 2.70 g/(L day)
Nutrient consumption rate δ 2.75 g/(L day)
Nutrient natural decay rate γs 1000 1/year
Mechanical problem
Young modulus of the PZ EP Z 3 kPa
Poisson ratio of the PZ νP Z 0.4
Young modulus of the CG ECG 6 kPa
Poisson ratio of the CG νCG 0.4
Tumor-induced pressure load κ 2.50 kPa
Rate of BPH-induced CG enlargement gB P H 0.12
Winkler-inspired boundary condition constant kw 0.23 kPa/mm
Moderate volumetric shrinkage law

Asymptotic volumetric shrinkage v̂5ARI,∞ −0.24
Characteristic time τ5ARI 0.41 years

Strong volumetric shrinkage law
Asymptotic volumetric shrinkage v̂5ARI,∞ −0.36
Characteristic time τ5ARI 0.36 years

3. Simulations of tumor growth exclusively under the mechanical effects of 5ARIs using both prostate shrinkage
laws from Section 4.5. Thus, these simulations inherently assume that 5ARIs do not alter tumor apoptosis.

4. Simulations of tumor growth under both the mechanical and apoptotic effects of 5ARIs. We considered each
prostate shrinking law from Section 4.5 and assumed either a mild or an intense upregulation of apoptosis.
In the context of our model, we introduced these apoptotic boosts as a permanent increase of 5% or 10% in
parameter A in Eq. (1), respectively.

The simulations to study the mechanical effects of 5ARIs in enlarged prostates without tumor considered
4 years of treatment to match the time range in the literature data used for the parameterization of prostate
shrinkage laws [29,31]. In all the simulations including PCa, the total simulated time was 2 years to capture
potential differences between early and late effects of 5ARIs. Table 2 provides the values of the parameters of our
mechanically-coupled model used in the simulations. Parameter selection for Eqs. (1) and (2) has been previously
discussed [73]. In particular, we chose χ and A to represent an aggressive tumor for the purposes of this study, as
stated in Section 1. Ref. [69] addresses the choice of the elastic parameters of the PZ and CG, the constants β1 and
β2 in the definition of M(σ ) in Eq. (4), the tumor-induced pressure load κ , the rate of BPH-induced CG volumetric
enlargement gB P H , and the constant kw in the Winkler-inspired boundary conditions for the patient considered in
this study.

5.2. Mechanical deformation induced by 5ARIs on prostates enlarged by BPH

The simulated 5ARI-induced shrinkage of the patient’s prostate accurately reproduced the temporal evolution
observed in the literature for the two volumetric decrease laws tested, as shown in Fig. 2. The global prostate
shrinkage translated into a displacement field u1 directed inwards the organ, which intensified as the prostate shrank
and reached a steady state for long times paralleling the evolution of the prostate volume in Fig. 2. Fig. 3 depicts the
magnitude of the displacement field u1 obtained for each prostate shrinkage law at t = 4 years. For the moderate
prostate shrinkage law, the maximum magnitude of the displacement field u1 at t = 1 year, t = 2 years, and t = 4
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Fig. 3. Deformation of the prostate caused by 5ARI-induced shrinkage. (A) Anterior view of the magnitude of the displacement field
vector u1 over the original anatomy at t = 4 years using the moderate prostate shrinkage law. (B) Anterior view of the magnitude of the
displacement field vector u1 over the original anatomy at t = 4 years using the strong prostate shrinkage law.

years were 1.42 mm, 1.55 mm, and 1.56 mm, respectively. For the strong prostate shrinkage law, the maximum
magnitude of the displacement u1 was 2.23 mm at t = 1 year, 2.37 mm at t = 2 years, and 2.38 mm at t = 4
years. These maximum values were registered on the external surface of the prostate. Conversely, the magnitude of
the displacement field u1 had negligible values along the median segment of the urethra within the prostate.

Before the onset of the simulation, the mechanical stress field σ 0 induced by the development of BPH over time
was fundamentally characterized by large compressive stress in the CG (−2.7 to −2.3 KPa) and high Von Mises
stress in the PZ, which decreased from the CG border (2.5 to 3.5 KPa) towards the prostate external surface (1.0
to 2.5 KPa). The Von Mises stress within the CG varied from negligible values at the innermost tissue (around 0.1
KPa) to values between 1.1 and 1.8 KPa close to the urethra and the border with the PZ. The hydrostatic stress
within the PZ also took small values (−0.6 to −0.1 KPa). The expansion of the CG accumulated both Von Mises
stress (4.00 to 8.00 KPa) and compressive hydrostatic stress (−4.0 KPa to −3.0 KPa) along the urethra. Both 5ARI
prostate shrinkage laws progressively reduced the baseline compressive hydrostatic state and even introduced areas
of tensile hydrostatic stress, while the Von Mises stress field remained virtually unaltered. The modification of the
hydrostatic component of the total stress field σ = σ 0 + σ 1 was more intense with the strong prostate shrinkage
law (CG: −2.15 to −1.75 KPa, PZ: −0.20 to 0.45 KPa, urethra: −3.0 to −2.2 KPa for t ≥ 2 years) than with the
moderate prostate shrinkage law (CG: −2.4 to −2.0 KPa, PZ: −0.25 to 0.25 KPa, urethra: −3.5 to −2.5 KPa for
t ≥ 2 years).

5.3. Combined mechanical and apoptotic action of 5ARIs on PCa growth

The growth morphology of PCa was fundamentally massive in all simulations and tumors developed preferen-
tially in anteriorposterior direction surrounding the CG. However, all tumors also developed lobular or finger-like
structures in craniocaudal direction, especially during the second year of the simulation. Figs. 4, 5 and Videos
S1–S2 show the growth of the patient’s tumor in all the simulation scenarios outlined in Section 5.1. Additionally,
Fig. 6 depicts the evolution of tumor volume in each simulation.

The in silico control tumor grew at a very low pace and only invaded the left superior aspect of the PZ. This
tumor had a volume of 0.66 cc at t = 1 year and 1.18 cc at t = 2 years. When the 5ARI mechanical effects
were introduced in the model, PCa exhibited an initial slow development that was almost identical to the control
simulation. This initial phase was soon followed by a transition towards fast growth, approximately after t = 0.5
years. The simulation with the moderate prostate shrinkage law led to a larger tumor than the in silico control,
measuring 1.02 cc at t = 1 year and 1.74 cc at t = 2 years. This tumor was still mostly contained within the left
superior part of the PZ, only showing a minimal invasion of the inferior half of the left PZ at t = 2 years. The
larger release of mechanical stress caused by the strong prostate shrinkage law led to the largest tumor volumes
and fastest growth dynamics registered in this study, reaching 1.63 cc at t = 1 year and 3.15 cc at t = 2 years.
This tumor was contained in the left superior PZ at t = 1 year, but by the end of the simulation it had expanded
over the left inferior PZ and was starting to invade the right posterior PZ at median height.

The tumors in all the simulations including a 5ARI-induced apoptotic boost initially decreased in size until
reaching a minimum volume and then proceeded to grow at diverse paces. We also observed that for each apoptotic
boost, mild or intense, early tumor dynamics was invariant regardless of the prostate shrinkage law used in the
simulation and that differences were only noticeable after the tumor reached a minimum volume. The initial PCa
volumetric decrease was more intense if the apoptotic upregulation was larger, as shown in Fig. 6. For the moderate
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the mechanical and apoptotic effects of 5ARIs on the patient’s tumor growth in different simulation scenarios
using the moderate prostate shrinkage law. (A) No intake of 5ARI (in silico control). (B) Mechanical effects only (unaltered apoptosis).
(C) Mechanical effects combined with 5% upregulation of tumor apoptosis. (D) Mechanical effects combined with 10% upregulation of
tumor apoptosis. The top and bottom rows in each subfigure show a posterior and anterior view of the prostate, respectively.

prostate shrinkage law, this minimum tumor volume was 0.28 cc (t = 0.43 years) with the mild apoptotic boost and
0.12 cc (t = 0.59 years) with the intense apoptotic boost. For the strong prostate shrinkage law, the minimum tumor
volume was 0.29 cc (t = 0.36 years) with the mild apoptotic boost and 0.14 cc (t = 0.42 years) with the intense
apoptotic boost. Then, tumors grew larger and at a more rapid pace with the strong prostate shrinkage law than
with the moderate prostate shrinkage law. For instance, in the simulations with a mild 5ARI-induced upregulation
of apoptosis, the tumor volumes with the moderate and strong prostate shrinkage laws were 0.49 cc and 0.99 c at
t = 1 year and 1.00 cc and 2.02 cc at t = 2 years, respectively. Likewise, when we considered a more intense
upregulation of apoptosis, the tumor volumes with the moderate and strong prostate shrinkage laws were 0.15 cc
and 0.42 cc at t = 1 year and 0.26 cc and 1.01 cc at t = 2 years, respectively. Three out of the four tests with
5ARI-induced apoptotic upregulation rendered a successful control of PCa volume with respect to the in silico
control during the whole simulation: both cases using the moderate prostate shrinkage law and the case combining
an intense apoptotic boost and the strong prostate shrinkage law. The simulation with mild apoptotic upregulation
and the strong prostate shrinkage law only provided tumor volume control until t = 0.74 years. Afterwards, the
tumor grew reaching a larger volume than in the simulation considering only mechanical effects with the moderate
prostate shrinkage law, which constitutes the worst-case scenario for that volumetric reduction law. Additionally, the
growth rate was faster than in the in silico control and by the end of the simulation this tumor slightly invaded the left
inferior PZ and had a branch growing towards the right posterior PZ at upper median height. The simulation using
an intense apoptotic boost plus the strong prostate shrinkage law and the simulation considering a mild apoptotic
upregulation plus the moderate prostate shrinkage law produced similar tumor morphologies and dynamics. In both
cases, the tumor grew exclusively in the left superior PZ. While the former case rendered a lower tumor volume
minimum, for t > 1.2 years both simulations provided virtually the same tumor volume, which was somewhat
lower than that of the in silico control. The best control in tumor volume was provided by the combination of
the moderate prostate shrinkage law and the intense apoptosis upregulation. In this case, after reaching the tumor
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the mechanical and apoptotic effects of 5ARIs on the patient’s tumor growth in different simulation scenarios using the
strong prostate shrinkage law. (A) No intake of 5ARI (in silico control). (B) Mechanical effects only (unaltered apoptosis). (C) Mechanical
effects combined with 5% upregulation of tumor apoptosis. (D) Mechanical effects combined with 10% upregulation of tumor apoptosis.
The top and bottom rows in each subfigure show a posterior and anterior view of the prostate, respectively.

Fig. 6. Comparison plots of tumor volume evolution in the different simulation scenarios tested in this study.

volume minimum, PCa grew much slower than in the other simulations and always within the left superior PZ.

Additionally, the final tumor volume was almost an order of magnitude smaller than the in silico control.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the deformation of the prostate in the different simulation scenarios of tumor growth tested in this study. Each
subfigure represents the magnitude of the displacement field u1 over the whole prostate, from left to right: anterior view, posterior view,
and section exposing the tumor region from posterior view. In the latter, the tumor is depicted with a black contour. (A) In silico control at
t = 0.02 years, showing initial characteristic swelling deformation in all simulation scenarios. (B) In silico control at t = 2 years, showing
the final deformation obtained in this simulation case. (C) Moderate prostate shrinkage law only at t = 2 years. (D) Strong prostate shrinkage
law only at t = 2 years. (E) Moderate prostate shrinkage law plus mild apoptotic boost at t = 2 years. (F) Strong prostate shrinkage law
plus mild apoptotic boost at t = 2 years. (G) Moderate prostate shrinkage law plus intense apoptotic boost at t = 2 years. (H) Strong
prostate shrinkage law plus intense apoptotic boost at t = 2 years.

Fig. 7 shows a comparison of the deformation obtained in each simulation scenario in this study. The in silico
control tumor generated a local swelling deformation and produced noticeable lumps on the left lateral and posterior
external surface of the prostate, as shown in Fig. 7A–B. The CG expansion due to BPH progressively dominated
the deformation (see Fig. 7B) and the tumor locally increased the displacement field u1 towards the outer part of the
PZ, where the maximum magnitude of this displacement field was registered (1.16 mm at t = 1 year and 1.72 mm
at t = 2 years). The 5ARI mechanical shrinkage imposed a displacement field u1 that compressed prostatic tissue
inwards in a hydrostatic manner, as depicted in Figs. 3 and 7C–H. This deformation was predominant in all cases,
except for a short time at the beginning of the simulations in which the tumor mass effect was more important than
5ARI shrinkage (approximately until t = 0.25 years with the moderate prostate shrinkage law and t = 0.14 years
with the strong prostate shrinkage law). Hence, near the simulation onset, the displacement field u1 was directed
outwards from the tumor and reached maximum values in the order of 0.7 to 0.8 mm on the tumor outer surface,
much as in the in silico control in Fig. 7A. As 5ARI prostate shrinkage grew stronger, the displacement field
u1 progressively became globally oriented towards the inner prostate. Thereafter, the tumor swelling deformation
considerably reduced the magnitude of the displacement field u1 on its outer surface, while it slightly contributed
to it on its inner surface, in contact with CG border (see Fig. 7C–H). This alteration of the displacement field
u1 generated by 5ARI shrinkage became weaker as we increased the intensity of 5ARI apoptotic upregulation
because the tumor consequently grew smaller and more slowly, hence creating smaller displacements. For instance,
at t = 2 years the minimum magnitude of the displacement field u1 on the tumor outer surface with the moderate
prostate shrinkage law plus no, mild, or intense apoptotic boost was 0.35 mm, 0.54 mm, and 0.78 mm, respectively;
whereas the maximum magnitude of the displacement field u1 on the tumor inner surface was respectively 1.43 mm,
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1.37 mm, and 1.32 mm. For the combination of the strong prostate shrinkage with no, mild, or intense upregulation
of tumor apoptosis, the corresponding minima on the outer tumor surface at t = 2 years were respectively 0.87 mm,
0.98 mm, and 1.14 mm; whereas the maxima on the inner tumor surface were 2.04 mm, 2.00 mm, and 1.97 mm,
respectively. Once 5ARI shrinkage dominated the prostate deformation, the magnitude of displacement field u1 on
the prostate surface was smaller close to the tumor region. Far from such area, the magnitude of the displacement
vector u1 reached its maximum value, much as in Section 5.2, and did not vary meaningfully when we introduced
either apoptotic boost. At t = 2 years, this maximum value was around 1.5 mm with the moderate prostate shrinkage
law and approximately 2.4 mm with the strong prostate shrinkage law (see Fig. 7C–H).

In the in silico control simulation, the enlargement of the CG due to BPH produced a total stress field σ = σ 0+σ 1
characterized by high Von Mises stress within the PZ, which peaked on the CG border (2.7 to 4.2 KPa at t = 2
years) and decreased towards the external surface of the prostate (1.0 to 2.7 KPa at t = 2 years). The Von Mises
stress was also high on the external surface of the tumor (1.7 to 2.7 KPa at t = 2 years) and accumulated along the
urethra (3 to 8 KPa). Within the CG, the Von Mises stress was much lower (0.1 to 1.8 KPa at t = 2 years) but the
hydrostatic stress peaked at compressive values (−3.1 to −2.6 KPa at t = 2 years) and also accumulated along the
urethra (−4.5 to −3 KPa at t = 2 years). In the PZ, the hydrostatic component of the total stress σ = σ 0 +σ 1 was
also compressive but lower than in the CG (−0.7 to −0.1 KPa at t = 2 years), except within the tumor, where it
was slightly more intense (−1.0 to −0.7 KPa at t = 2 years). In the simulations including 5ARI treatment, the total
stress field σ = σ 0 +σ 1 was mostly characterized by the prostate shrinkage deformation, as outlined in Section 5.2.
As in the in silico control simulation, PCa locally increased the Von Mises stress around the external surface of the
tumor (reaching approximately 1.5 to 2.5 KPa at t = 2 years) and contributed to a compressive hydrostatic state in
its inside (−0.7 to −0.4 KPa with the moderate prostate shrinkage law and −0.5 to −0.2 with the strong prostate
shrinkage law at t = 2 years).

6. Discussion

In this work, we propose that the outcome of 5ARI therapy to inhibit PCa growth depends on the combined action
of mechanical stress release due to prostate shrinkage and the upregulation of apoptosis. By including these effects
of 5ARIs in our previous organ-scale, mechanically-coupled model of PCa growth [69], we ran a simulation study
to explore this hypothesis and gain insight into the controversial effects of 5ARIs on aggressive tumors. Our results
show that the shrinkage of the prostate induced by 5ARIs reduced the hydrostatic stress that had accumulated
over years of BPH in prostatic tissue, which led to a mechanical state that favored the development of PCa. In
this situation, tumors grew at a faster pace, showing higher invasiveness, and reaching larger volumes, which are
more likely to evolve towards advanced, potentially lethal disease [1,69,121,122]. Our simulations also show that a
concomitant upregulation of apoptosis by 5ARIs counteracted this mechanism. However, this apoptotic boost could
only effectively delay PCa growth with respect to the in silico control case if it was sufficiently intense to overcome
the mechanical stress release derived from prostate shrinkage. This happened in all cases involving the moderate
prostate shrinkage law and when a strong prostate volumetric reduction was accompanied by an intense upregulation
of apoptosis.

5ARI pro-apoptotic effects dominated PCa dynamics during the first months of treatment regardless of the
prostate shrinkage law used in the simulation (see Figs. 4–6). This resulted in an initial volumetric decrease of the
tumor in all simulation scenarios accounting for apoptotic upregulation. The reduction in tumor volume observed
in this study aligns with recent results from a short-term study of secondary chemoprevention using dutasteride in
which tumor volumes were measured with MR imaging [123]. However, an initial decrease in tumor volume did
not directly indicate a successful outcome of 5ARI treatment in the simulations of this study. The tumor-promoting
effects derived from the release of mechanical stress became stronger later, as the prostate shrinkage approximated
its asymptotic value. Hence, long-term PCa dynamics was governed by the combination of this mechanical effect
and apoptotic upregulation. Thus, our results suggest that patients should be closely followed as long as they use
5ARIs, and might require further clinical action should a trend towards fast dynamics and larger volume be detected.

The magnitude of the displacement field on the prostate surface close to the tumor was noticeably smaller (see
Fig. 7), which would facilitate the detection of the tumor with digital rectal examination during regular patient
follow-up. The PCa growth morphologies observed in this study would also enable the detection of tumors with
standard biopsies. However, a biopsy needle entering the prostate from the posterior aspect of the PZ could laterally
hit the cancerous mass or simply probe one of the extremes of the curved tumor, which would underestimate the
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patient’s tumor burden (see Figs. 4 and 5). According to our simulations, a tumor may also take years to show up
in a biopsy sample from a region of the prostate adjacent to the origin site (see Figs. 4 and 5), but it may have
considerably grown and evolved to a more advanced case of PCa by then. Alternatively, MR-guided biopsies and
multiparametric MR imaging would permit a closer control on tumor growth morphology and evolution, facilitating
the detection of large tumor volumes, rapid dynamics, and an invasive demeanor.

Tumor dynamics and phenotypes do not only vary from patient to patient, but also as the tumor evolves towards
a more advanced stage [1,13,14,54,58]. Patients whose tumor is less dependent on the androgen signaling pathways
regulated by 5α-reductase enzymes may exhibit a poorer upregulation of tumor apoptosis during 5ARI therapy
and hence experience a worse control of PCa growth. This might have been the case for the advanced tumors
detected among 5ARI users in PCPT and REDUCE trials [35–37]. Additionally, this mechanism would also explain
the variability in tumor delay among PCa patients taking 5ARIs in secondary chemoprevention studies [45–51].
Therefore, our results call for a better characterization of the pivotal role of apoptotic upregulation during 5ARI
therapy for PCa by quantifying this phenomenon over time and in different stages of the disease [14,54,58].

The work presented herein presents some limitations to be addressed in future studies. The anatomic model of
the patient’s prostate can be enriched in different ways, for instance: segmenting the BPH nodules and imposing
the pressure load associated with this pathology over their volume; accounting for different histopathological tissue
architectures within the tumor, which correspond to different stages of the disease and may show different dynamics
and response to 5ARIs [14,54,58]; introducing a heterogeneous parameterization of the mechanical properties and
apoptotic upregulation of the different intraprostatic regions, which may vary depending on the relative proportion of
epithelial and stromal tissue [1,5,22–27,94–99]; and defining spatially varying Winkler-inspired boundary conditions
on the external surface of the prostate to model how the different tissues and organs surrounding the prostate
mechanically react to the deformation of this organ. Indeed, improving our understanding on these mechanical
boundary conditions would contribute to gain a great insight on the mechanical inhibition of PCa growth and
the mechanical action of 5ARIs described herein because these boundary conditions play a central role in the
accumulation of hydrostatic stress in the prostate. The upregulation of tumor apoptosis was assumed to be constant
in time in this study, but some studies suggest that it may have more complex dynamics [22,23,25,26,52–57]. Precise
and extensive quantification of apoptosis over time would be necessary to improve the modeling of this phenomenon.
Future research could also explore more advanced models of the BPH load [101–103] as well as tumor growth
and deformation [60,79–81,90,91,93]. Additionally, the influence of mechanical stress on tumor dynamics could
be refined by defining various mechanotransductive functions affecting tumor mobility, proliferation and apoptosis
independently [59–61,80,81]. Testing alternative mathematical definitions for these mechanotransductive functions
would also contribute to better understand the mechanical inhibition of tumor growth. Moreover, 5ARIs have been
suggested to improve the accuracy of PSA as a PCa biomarker by reducing the contribution to PSA by BPH
tissue and better exposing any PSA produced by tumors [13,21,38,43,44]. The computational model used in this
study could be extended to include an equation for PSA dynamics as in [69,73], but this would require previously
quantifying how 5ARI therapy alters PSA dynamics due to the reduction of DHT levels [13,19,21].

Additionally, we acknowledge that the strain values may happen to be somewhat outside the admissible range
for linear elasticity in a few localized regions along the tumor interface. Furthermore, σ 0 is just a rough estimate of
the stress state induced by BPH prior to PCa detection at the MR date. However, we are only interested in obtaining
an acceptable estimation of the mechanical stress fields in the prostate to compute the mechanotransductive factor
M(σ ) and hence adjust tumor dynamics in Eq. (1). This study also features other major sources of uncertainty
beyond linear elasticity, such as prostate and tumor segmentation, the PCa model itself, and the mechanical
boundary conditions. Still, in [69] we observed that our mechanically-coupled model qualitatively reproduced the
inhibiting effect of the tumor mass effect and BPH on PCa growth. To verify the validity of the use of linear
kinematic theory, we computed the symmetrical and skew-symmetrical components of the displacement gradient
with respect to the initial configuration, and determined that they were sufficiently small that their products were not
substantial compared with the linear terms. We also observed that the skew-symmetric components were negligible
everywhere. Consequently, we feel confident that the simulation results presented in Section 5 provide physically
meaningful information. In the future, we plan to investigate formulations accounting for geometric and material
nonlinearities as well as alternative constitutive equations for the prostate tissue to improve the accuracy of the
computed displacement and stress fields [64,65,89,124,125]. Additionally, a poroelastic model could be explored to
analyze the effect of mechanical deformation on nutrient transport and distribution [60], which would enable the
study of the heterogeneous intratumoral metabolism and drug delivery.
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Finally, the mechanism of 5ARI action on PCa growth proposed in this study needs to be assessed using
personalized longitudinal data within a patient cohort. If validated, this mechanism could shed light into the
controversial debate around the use of 5ARIs for chemoprevention of PCa, which is arguably one of the major
issues currently in the clinical management of PCa. The computational technology used in this study can offer a
unique approach to monitor patients using 5ARIs, the early identification of responders and non-responders, and
improve our understanding of the effects of these drugs on tumor dynamics. Patient-specific longitudinal clinical and
imaging data can be used to parameterize our mathematical model of PCa growth. Multiparametric MR imaging is
increasingly being used in the clinical management of PCa and has the potential to provide a wealth of information,
including both tumor and prostate geometry as well as PCa architecture and aggressiveness [126]. A sensitivity
analysis can inform on which parameters have the highest impact on model results and hence should be calibrated
from patient’s data, while the remainder could be fixed based on prior clinical studies. A model calibration study
may also provide information about the potential benefits of defining spatially-varying parameter maps versus global
values. Finally, inverse or machine learning methods could be used to extract personalized parameter values based
on each patient’s longitudinal dataset. Then, predictive simulations would enable physicians to assess the efficacy
of 5ARI therapy and anticipate pathological complications. Moreover, these simulations would assist physicians to
define a personalized monitoring strategy by determining the best time to obtain new medical images and perform
clinical tests. Predicted tumor growth could also be used to guide further biopsies [69,73]. By using this approach
on a cohort of PCa patients, it would also be possible to explore the pro-apoptotic effect of 5ARIs by analyzing the
distribution of the parameter A in Eq. (1). Additionally, our computational model could serve as a powerful and
versatile means to explore innovative approaches to delay PCa growth overcoming the tumor-promoting mechanical
stress release associated to 5ARI-induced prostate shrinkage.
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